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ABSTRACT
Automatically generated explanations of how machine learn-
ing (ML) models reason can help users understand and accept
them. However, explanations can have unintended conse-
quences: promoting over-reliance or undermining trust. This
paper investigates how explanations shape users’ perceptions
of ML models with or without the ability to provide feedback
to them: (1) does revealing model flaws increase users’ desire
to “fix” them; (2) does providing explanations cause users
to believe—wrongly—that models are introspective, and will
thus improve over time. Through two controlled experiments—
varying model quality—we show how the combination of
explanations and user feedback impacted perceptions, such
as frustration and expectations of model improvement. Ex-
planations without opportunity for feedback were frustrating
with a lower quality model, while interactions between expla-
nation and feedback for the higher quality model suggest that
detailed feedback should not be requested without explanation.
Users expected model correction, regardless of whether they
provided feedback or received explanations.

Author Keywords
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CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and
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→ Machine learning;

INTRODUCTION
Complex machine learning (ML) models can be incomprehen-
sible for end users who are not ML experts. While a model
may have high accuracy on held-out test sets, users may also
want to know why the model is making its predictions; if the
model is right for the right reasons, they can be more confi-
dent that it will generalize or is operating without bias [18].
*Now at Google Research Zürich.
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Automatic model explanations—such as “why” and “why
not” justifications [42] and feature visualizations [33]—can
provide intuition and increase user confidence and trust [48,
11], human task performance [61, 21, 54], satisfaction [10],
and system acceptance [27]. Ongoing government research
programs [26], focused academic conferences,1 and recent
legislation on the “right to explanation” [25] have also fueled
a general push for ML system transparency.

Explanations are not an unmitigated good, however. Com-
plex explanations may promote over-reliance when they are
convincing [62] or lower user satisfaction when they are con-
fusing [44]. Explanations that expose system uncertainty or
algorithmic limitations may negatively affect users’ percep-
tions [43, 61, 12], and users may ignore explanations entirely
if the benefit to attending to them is unclear [35].

This paper investigates two additional complications of expla-
nations. First, if explanations increase users’ understanding
of ML models and the errors they make, can this insight in
turn increase users’ desires to “fix” them and therefore reduce
satisfaction if they cannot? Interactive ML allows user feed-
back, which can improve model accuracy [20, 49, 57], but not
always [2, 65]. Here, explanations can help: by improving
mental models, explanations can improve user feedback [33,
52]. Still, researchers have only begun to examine the relation-
ship between explainability and interactivity in ML.

Second, intuitively, users who provide feedback should expect
model improvement, but what about those who do not give
feedback; might explanations also cause users to expect model
improvement over time? Humans expect that others who
are capable of explaining their mistakes will self-reflect and
learn from those mistakes [59]. Explanations reveal why the
model was incorrect for particular instances, so ML novices,
in particular, may similarly expect introspective behavior and
learning from the experience, even without user feedback.

To study how explanations and supports for user feedback
affect users’ experience with a ML model, we conducted two
crowdsourced experiments with 180 participants each. Both
experiments use a common classification task: is a message
about “hockey” or “baseball” [57, 33]? Because we expected
explanations and feedback would be particularly salient when
the model could be improved, the first experiment used a
1ACM Conference on Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency
(https://fatconference.org/)
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lower quality model (∼ 75% accuracy), trained on a handful
of training documents. Participants reviewed predictions made
by the classification model with or without explanations, and
with one of three levels of user feedback to the model: none,
instance-level (correcting or confirming the model’s predic-
tion), and feature-level (telling the model how to predict). We
measured participants’ subjective post-task satisfaction, in-
cluding frustration and trust, as well as how they expected the
model to change. The second study experiment was exactly
the same as the first, but with a higher quality model (∼ 95%
accuracy) to understand the effects of model quality.

Our findings contribute the following observations to the
nascent understanding of interactive and explainable machine
learning: (1) users wanted the opportunity to provide feed-
back, regardless of model quality or whether they received
explanations; (2) for the low-quality model, feedback reduced
frustration and increased trust and acceptance, but explana-
tions had the opposite effect; therefore, explanations without
the opportunity for feedback resulted in an especially negative
user experience; (3) for the high-quality model, users were
not as frustrated, yet requesting feature-level feedback without
an explanation reduced trust; (4) regardless of model quality,
when users provided detailed feedback, they expected more im-
provement; yet, users generally expected model improvement
even for conditions without any user feedback, demonstrating
possible misconceptions of ML models by end users.

Despite the constrained setting (i.e., a classical, binary text
classification task, with a simple explanation), we see this
work as an important step in illustrating a key relationship
between explanations and feedback. We conclude this paper by
discussing extensions to more complex tasks and models with
more sophisticated explanation and feedback mechanisms.

RELATED WORK
We review related work in interactive and explainable ML,
separately, and then describe prior studies on their relationship.

Interactive Machine Learning
Compared to classical supervised ML’s focus on static la-
bels and datasets, interactive machine learning (IML) trains a
model through rapid end user interaction [4]. IML commonly
produces higher quality models [56, 49], personalized rec-
ommendations [6, 24] or models that are better aligned with
users’ understanding [29, 39]. However, user feedback can
have negative effects: decreased system performance [2, 65]
or inconsistent mental models [8].

This “human-in-the-loop” approach has been applied across
machine learning, including in supervised ML [20, 56], un-
supervised ML [7], and reinforcement learning [31, 53]. We
focus on supervised ML as it provides intuitive mechanisms
for non-ML expert, end user feedback, such as providing train-
ing examples [22], preferences [50], or by reacting to model
predictions with instance-level (i.e., correcting or confirming
predictions [20, 17]) or feature-level feedback (i.e., denoting
features indicative of each class [57, 33, 49]). Our focus on
end users providing feedback, and in particular feature-level
feedback aligns with “Machine Teaching”, where non-ML
experts build models from more than just labeled data [63].

Explainable Machine Learning
Explainability (or intelligibility) in ML has received growing
attention as ML models take on more important responsibili-
ties in society. More complex models are often more accurate.
Thus, intelligibility research both develops global explana-
tions, such as more transparent models [14, 3, 36, 58] or
black-box explanations [37], and local explanations of individ-
ual algorithm decisions, which can include input evidence [40,
21], localizations [55, 45], natural language explanations [13,
19, 23], or local approximations [51]. We focus on local ex-
planations (i.e., highlighting important words).

Explanations can support fairness and bias assessments [18],
improve perceived understanding [32], promote system accep-
tance [27], engender trust [48], and convince users to accept
recommendations [16]. However, explanations can decrease
users’ perceptions when algorithmic limitations or uncertainty
are portrayed [12, 61, 43]. Explanations can have other neg-
ative effects, such as over-reliance [62] or inability to detect
mistakes [47]. ML-based systems can set expectations by
exposing accuracy [66] or anticipated system mistakes [32].
This work explores whether such insight in turn increases users
desire to fix mistakes and improve systems.

Prior work explores the effect of explanations on mental mod-
els, in particular on predictability, or the users’ ability to
predict model behavior [47, 15, 11], finding conflicting re-
sults. Explanations improved predictability for apartment
pricing [47] and GUI customization [11], but did not have an
effect for a visual question answering [15]. This discrepancy
could be because that users expected the ML model to change
and therefore were less successful at predicting future model
behavior. Our studies measure expected change by asking
users whether they think the system they evaluated will have
higher, similar, or lower accuracy on new data.

Relationship of Explainability and Interactivity in ML
Users need to understand how models work [22, 5, 34] to
best fix them, and how models are explained changes user
feedback [52, 33]. Kulesza et al. [33] introduced EluciDebug,
based on the concept of “explanatory debugging”, in which a
classifier explains binary predictions to users in the form of
important input words and proportion of the data labeled as
each class. Users in turn inform the classifier by correcting the
prediction—instance feedback—or saying which words are
important for each class—feature feedback. Users both better
understood and corrected EluciDebug’s mistakes compared
to a system without explanations or feature-level feedback.
While these studies tell us that explanations foster better feed-
back, prior work has not investigated how user perceptions—
such as frustration and trust—are shaped by the presence or
(sometimes more importantly) absence of IML feedback and
explanations. Therefore, we address this using a similar data
set, task, explanation, and feedback mechanisms.

STUDY 1: UNDERSTANDING EXPLANATIONS AND FEED-
BACK WITH A LOW QUALITY MODEL
With a crowdsourced, between-subjects experiment, we ex-
plored how explanations and support for feedback affect satis-
faction and expectation of change with a low quality model.
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Method
Simple models and tasks are a useful starting point to examine
the intersection of explanations and feedback. Therefore, in
this study, participants reviewed a simple text classification
model’s predictions with or without explanations and with one
of three options for providing user feedback to the model: no
feedback, correcting or confirming the model’s predictions
(instance-level feedback), or suggesting important words to
the model (feature-level feedback).

Task, Model, Feedback, and Explanations
We chose a simple model and task that a large population
of non-ML experts could use to interact with and evaluate
ML models. Specifically, we chose text classification as it is
prevalent in real-world use cases, such as document recom-
mendation and search. Borrowing from prior work [33, 57],
we used a text classification algorithm to predict the category
of emails from a data set of 2,000 “hockey” and “baseball”
emails from the 20 Newsgroups corpus [38].

Specifically, we used a Naïve Bayes model with unigram fea-
tures [41]—the multinomial Naïve Bayes (MultinomialNB)
classifier from the scikit-learn library [46]. We performed
standard pre-processing procedures on the emails.2 For this ex-
periment, we trained the classifier on 16 (of the 1197) labeled
training emails (eight per class), with 76.5% classification
accuracy on the 796 emails in the test set.

The participants were to imagine that they had been assigned
to sort their boss’s email inbox. They were told that they
would evaluate a ML model designed to help them. Would it
be worthwhile to add the model to their workflow?

For this task, we built an interface where participants review
emails with the model’s “hockey” or “baseball” prediction
(Figure 1).3 The interface either displays an explanation of
the model’s prediction (or not) and supports either no user
feedback, feature-level feedback, or instance-level feedback.

Our explanations tell users what the model regards as im-
portant for prediction: we highlight the three words that
are most influential to the class prediction for a given email,
abs(p(w |baseball)− p(w |hockey)). This method is purpose-
fully simple and truthful to the classifier’s methodology, two
guidelines for good explanations [35, 44]. Additionally, we
choose exactly three words as explanations should include
sufficient, but not extra, low-level context [52].

For instance-level feedback, participants correct or confirm
each classification by telling the model whether the email is
about “hockey” or “baseball.” For feature-level feedback, par-
ticipants tell the model what should be important by providing
the top three words they think would be most useful in classi-
fying a given email and specifying the class with which those
words should be associated.

2We removed non-alphabetical characters, lowercased all words,
tokenized by whitespace, and dropped From: lines from the emails
to prevent the model from training on email addresses.
3https://github.com/rococode/bh-classifier

Figure 1. Screenshot of an email in the “interaction phase” for a partici-
pant in the feature-level feedback and explanation condition (E-F).

Participants
We recruited 180 unique participants (77 male, 102 female,
and one unspecified) from Mechanical Turk,4 requiring partic-
ipants with the “Masters” qualification, located in the United
States, and having completed more than 500 HITs with ap-
proval rate 98% or higher. Two participants were 18–24 years
old, 62 aged 25–34, 60 aged 35–44, 30 aged 45–54, 22 aged
55–64, and 4 aged 65–74. Participants rated their prior knowl-
edge on five-point Likert scales for ML (65 had none, 67 had
a little, 44 had some, four had a lot, and none had expert),
hockey (15 had none, 78 had a little, 65 had some, 18 had a
lot, and four had expert), and baseball (two had none, 43 had
a little, 68 had some, 57 had a lot, and 10 had expert).

Procedure
Remote study sessions took on average 22.6 minutes (SD =
15.3). Participants completed three phases: (1) introduction,
(2) “interaction” with the model, and (3) “evaluation” of the
model. To motivate quality work, participants were told that
at least the top 50% of participants would be given a $2 bonus
based on the thoroughness of their evaluations; unbeknownst
to them, all ultimately received the bonus.

During the “interaction phase”, participants reviewed 20
emails,5 in randomized order per participant. The model pro-
vided a prediction (“hockey” or “baseball”) for each email.
Participants in the explanation conditions saw the model’s
top three words highlighted. Participants in the instance-level
feedback conditions corrected or confirmed the model’s pre-
diction for each email, and participants in the feature-level
4http://mturk.com
5We randomly select these 20 emails for Study 1, requiring even
distribution between hockey and baseball predictions, five incorrect
and 15 correct, and that emails be between 30 and 120 characters; we
use the same set of emails for Study 2.
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Figure 2. Screenshot of an email in the “evaluation phase,” where par-
ticipants predicted how the model would label an email that it had pre-
viously labeled incorrectly in the “interaction phase.”

feedback conditions specified their three important words for
predicting the correct class. To determine whether participants
knew the correct labels, as this might affect their evaluation,
all participants also told us (not the model) the correct email
label, with an option for “not sure”.

During the “evaluation phase”, participants responded to
closed- and open-ended questions on satisfaction and model
change expectations, including rating scales as shown in Ta-
ble 1 paired with the follow up of “Why do you feel this
way”.6 After these questions, participants were shown four
“evaluation” emails and asked to predict how the model would
classify them (Figure 2). These emails included two of the
20 from the “interaction phase” and two new ones that were
similar to emails in the first 20, as measured by cosine similar-
ity [30]. For each email type (repeat or similar), we selected
one that was previously labeled correctly and one that was
previously labeled incorrectly by the model. These four emails
allowed us to assess whether participants would expect the
model’s labels to change following the “interaction phase”.

Importantly, feature- and instance-level feedback was not in-
corporated into the model during the “interaction phase”; we
reminded the feature- and instance-level participants of this
with each email. This design choice isolates perceptions of
explanations and feedback from how well the model incorpo-
rated that feedback. Instead, we told these participants that
their feedback would be incorporated into the model after they
had reviewed all 20 emails, so they would expect an updated
model for the “evaluation phase”.7

Study Design
This study used a 2×3 between-subjects experimental design,
with factors of Explanation—feature (E), none (N)—and Feed-
back—feature (F), instance (I), none (N). An equal number of
participants were randomly assigned to each condition.
6An additional two rating scales of acceptable accuracy and expec-
tations of learning are not reported on here due to space constraints
and not being as directly related to our research questions.
7However, we never incorporate feedback during the study protocol,
but users were unaware as we did not show model predictions or
explanations during the “evaluation phase.”

Measure Statement

frustration “I would feel frustrated if I were to use this model to automatically
sort my boss’s emails”

trust “I would trust this model to correctly categorize my boss’s emails
that are about hockey or baseball”

accuracy “The model is able to distinguish between hockey and baseball
emails”

understanding “I understand how this model makes decisions”
acceptance “I would use this model to help me sort my boss’s emails”
feedback
importance

“If I were to use this model, it would be important to have the
ability to provide feedback to improve it”

expected
change

“If the model were now shown another set of emails, how well do
you think it would categorize them?”

Table 1. Seven-point rating scale statements for seven subjective mea-
sures. All are on a scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree aside
from expected change, which is from much worse to much better.

Measures and Hypotheses
We report on seven main subjective measures, collected using
seven-point rating scales (Table 1): three user satisfaction
measures (frustration, trust, model acceptance), three user
perception measures (expected model improvement, perceived
model accuracy, perceived understanding of how the model
works), and desire to provide feedback (feedback importance).

While we explore the effects of feedback and explanation
on user satisfaction in general, our primary user satisfaction
hypothesis relates to frustration, as we hypothesize that users
are frustrated without the ability to fix model errors exposed
by explanations.

• H1.1: Feedback (instance- or feature-level) reduces frustra-
tion compared to no feedback.
• H1.2: Explanations without feedback increase frustration

compared to no explanation without feedback.

While prior work has explored effects of explanation on men-
tal models and perceptions of quality [9, 42], we explore a
new concept, expected improvement, or how users expect
ML models to improve with or without explicit feedback. In-
tuitively, providing feedback should increase this expectation.
Based on human behavior [59], we also hypothesize that ex-
planations might suggest a model is being introspective and
could therefore learn from its mistakes.

• H2.1: Feedback (instance- or feature-level) increases the
user’s expectation that the model will improve compared to
no feedback.
• H2.2: Explanations increase the user’s expectation that the

model will improve compared to no explanation.

Data and Analysis
After disqualifying one participant who only filled out the
demographics survey and another who skipped part of the
post-task survey, our dataset includes 178 participants. We
used separate 2×3 (Explanation×Feedback) ANOVAs with
Aligned Rank Transforms for each main subjective measure—
a test more appropriate for Likert scale data than a standard
ANOVA [64]. For significant main effects of feedback we used
post-hoc Wilcoxon rank sum tests with continuity correction
and Holm-Bonferroni adjustments. We report on all significant
results, including pairwise comparisons.

We qualitatively coded the open-ended responses related to
our primary measures: frustration and expected improvement.
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Figure 3. Study 1 seven-point rating scale responses for the main sub-
jective measures (except expected change) from “strongly disagree” to
“strongly agree”. Responses reported by condition. For each measure,
no explanation (N-) conditions are on the top (-N is with no feedback, -I is
with instance-level feedback, and -F is with feature-level feedback) and
feature explanation (E-) conditions are below Feedback (-I, -F) positively,
and explanation (E-) negatively impact satisfaction measures (left).

Two annotators individually read a subset of the responses
to identify emergent codes, followed by a discussion period
to generate a codebook. Then, the two annotators indepen-
dently coded a random subset of 20 of the 178 responses;
agreement was scored using Cohen’s κ: κ = .93 (raw agree-
ment: 95%) for frustration responses and κ = .88 (90%) for
expected improvement responses. We refer to participants in
this experiment with a lower quality model as LP1–LP178.

Results
Figures 3 and 4 show the rating scale responses for the seven
main subjective measures by condition. Participants expected
the model to improve, and they expected more improvement
with feedback. Participants also thought the ability to provide
feedback was important. Explanations hurt subjective satisfac-
tion (frustration, trust, and acceptance ratings), while feedback
helped. Participants were commonly frustrated by the model’s
low quality, and this was accentuated by explanations.

To judge user comfort with the task and dataset, we asked
participants to tell us (i.e., the researchers . . . not the model)
whether they thought each email was about hockey, baseball,
or whether they were unsure. Participants did well: 91%
of the 3,580 answers reported to us were correct, while 8%
were “not sure” and only 1% were incorrect. In the following
sections, we provide detailed results regarding satisfaction,
expectations, perceptions, feedback quality, and users’ desire
to provide feedback.

User Satisfaction
Participants were neutral on average, but with high variability
across conditions, for each of the user satisfaction measures:
frustration (M = 3.9 of 7, SD= 1.8), trust (M = 4.1,SD= 1.7),
and whether they would use the system (acceptance) (M =
4.3,SD = 1.9). Feedback significantly improved satisfaction,
but explanations hampered it. Open-ended responses suggest
that the low model quality—highlighted by explanations—
frustrated participants.

Explanations increased frustration, while support for
feedback reduced it. Participants who received explana-
tions were more frustrated than those who did not; this dif-
ference was significant (main effect of Explanation: F1,172 =
20.05, p < .001). Feedback also significantly impacted frustra-
tion (main effect: F2,172 = 7.92, p < .001). Posthoc pairwise
comparisons showed that no feedback resulted in significantly
higher frustration than instance-level and feature-level feed-
back (both comparisons p < .05); this supports H1.1 for frus-
tration, which stated that feedback would reduce frustration.
The interaction between Explanation and Feedback was not
significant (F2,172 = .06, p= .094); thus, H1.2 is only partially
supported by the main effect of Feedback.

Many participants were frustrated by low quality, which
was highlighted by explanations. We coded participants’
open-ended reasons for their frustration ratings, resulting in
six codes. Participants felt the model was: “not good enough”
(40% of the 178), or “good enough” (27%), would help “save
time” (13%), would “require user review” of the decisions
(11%), is “able to improve” (3%), or “other” reasons (6%).

Confirming the rating scale data, more participants with expla-
nations (81% of 89) thought the model was “not good enough”
compared to those who did not get explanations (only 26% of
89). Participants who got explanations (E-) often expressed
their frustration in terms of the important words, e.g., “I don’t
think it highlighted the best words in many cases” (LP3, E-
I), while those who did not see explanations (N-) were more
likely to comment on the model’s shortcomings in terms of
accuracy, “it made too many mistakes” (LP175, N-N).

Less frustrated participants felt the model was “good enough”
or would “save time”, saying, for example, “it would be much
easier than sorting through them myself” LP132 (E-N).

Trust and acceptance were reduced by explanations and
increased by feedback. Reflecting the frustration findings,
trust was significantly impacted by Explanation (F1,172 =
14.57, p < .001); participants who received explanations
trusted the model less those who did not. There was also a
significant main effect of Feedback on trust (F2,172 = 4.27, p=
.015). Posthoc pairwise comparisons showed that both
instance- and feature-level feedback increased trust compared
to none (both comparisons p < .05). The Explanation × Feed-
back interaction was not significant (F2,172 = .15, p = .863).

Similarly, Explanation significantly impacted acceptance
(F1,172 = 19.49, p < .001), where participants who saw ex-
planations accepted the model less than those who did not.
Feedback also significantly impacted acceptance (F2,172 =
3.76, p = .025). Posthoc pairwise comparisons showed that
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Figure 4. Study 1 participant responses for the subjective expected
change measure by condition. Participants expected the model to im-
prove. (Figure 3 describes y-axis labels.)

feature-level feedback resulted in higher model acceptance
compared to none (p< .05). The interaction between Explana-
tion and Feedback was not significant (F2,172 = .97, p = .38).

User Expectations for and Perceptions of the Model
Participants provided subjective ratings of their perceptions
and expectations (Figure 3 and 4). On average, they expected
the model to improve (M = 5.2,SD = .9), thought it worked
fairly well (M = 5.2, SD = 1.1), and were neutral regarding
whether they understood how it works (M = 4.7, SD = 1.6).
We also examined expectations through participants’ simulated
model predictions: how they thought the model would label
the four evaluation emails at the end of the study. As detailed
below, feedback caused participants to think the model was
more accurate and would improve, but explanation did not.
Moreover, some participants who did not provide feedback
thought the model would self-correct.

Feature-level feedback increased expected improvement
compared to no feedback. Feedback significantly increased
users’ expectations (F2,172 = 5.29, p = .006); post-hoc com-
parisons showed that feature-level feedback raised expected
improvement compared to no feedback (p < .05), partially
supporting H2.1. The main effect of Explanation was not sig-
nificant (F1,172 = 1.28, p = .259; opposing H2.2), nor was the
Explanation × Feedback interaction (F2,172 = .42, p = .656).

A substantial portion of participants expected model cor-
rections, even without feedback. Across all three feedback
conditions, about half or more of participants expected the
model to improve (rating > 4): 76.3% of 59 who had feature-
level feedback, 59.3% of 59 who had instance-level feedback,
and even 47% of 60 who had no feedback.

Participants’ predictions about what the model would do with
the four same/similar “evaluation” emails reflected this strong
expectation of improvement. For the previously correct emails,
participants thought the model would now be incorrect in only
4 of 712 instances, and each of these was for a “similar” email
rather than the email that was exactly the “same” as in the
initial set of 20.

For the previously incorrect emails, “similar” and “same” fol-
low a similar pattern, so we focus on the “same” email to
provide a straightforward assessment of whether participants
think the model will improve. Most (82%) of participants who

Feedback
Explanation None Instance Feature

None 63% 80% 90%
Feature 43% 86% 73%

Table 2. Percentage of Study 1 participants (N=178) by condition during
the “evaluation phase” who thought the model would now correctly label
an email it had previously labeled incorrectly. Many participants in the
no feedback conditions thought the model would self correct.

provided feedback (N = 118) thought the model would get
the previously incorrect email correct (Table 2), which is not
surprising given that they had spent time trying to improve
the model. More surprising, however, is that 53% of partici-
pants in the no feedback condition (N = 60) thought the model
would somehow correct itself.

Participants described the model improving from their
feedback or learning from its mistakes. We coded partici-
pants open-ended reasons for their expected change ratings,
resulting in nine codes. Participants felt the model would im-
prove with “feedback” (29%), was capable of “self learning”
(20%), was “high quality” (5%), or showed “evidence of im-
provement” (1%). Those who felt it would not improve cited
that it received “inadequate feedback” (14%), showed “no
evidence of improvement” (11%), had “nothing to learn from”
(6%) or was of “low quality” (5%). And, 9% of participants
gave “other” reasons.

Interestingly, of the 60 participants who did not provide feed-
back (-N), 17 (28%) still expected the model to learn from its
mistakes, such as, “it would take what it did wrong, learn from
it, and apply it in future trials” (LP141, N-N), or reported
other misconceptions, including, “these programs get better
as they function and learn algorithms” (LP154, E-N). In fact,
only 13% of the 60 participants who did not provide feedback
correctly identified that the model would not improve as it had
“nothing to learn from”, like, “if it still used the same words
to try to identify the correct sports emails, then it would still
make the same amount of errors” (LP87, E-N).

Feature-level feedback reduced perceived accuracy com-
pared to no feedback. Overall, participants thought the
system worked fairly well, giving it an average accuracy rating
across all conditions of 5.2 out of 7 (SD = 1.1). However,
counter to our other user experience measures, feature-level
feedback had a negative effect on perceived accuracy. There
was a significant main effect of Feedback on perceived accu-
racy (F2,172 = 4.72, p = .010), with posthoc pairwise com-
parisons showing that feature-level feedback reduced per-
ceived accuracy compared to no feedback (p < .05). Nei-
ther the main effect of Explanation nor the Explanation ×
Feedback interaction effect were significant (respectively:
F1,172 = 1.59, p = .209; F2,172 = 2.20, p = .114).

Quality of and Desire for User Feedback
Participants thought being able to provide feedback was impor-
tant (M = 6.4 out of 7, SD = .9), regardless of condition (Fig-
ure 3); there were no significant main or interaction effects
on this measure. However, do the experimental conditions
impact feedback quality? To answer this question, we applied
participants’ feedback to the model after the study.
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Feedback improved the model, regardless of explanation.
We incorporated instance-level feedback by including the 20
emails labeled by the participant as additional training emails.
To incorporate the feature-level feedback, we adjusted the
classifier’s weight for each word provided by the participant:
the word weight was both increased by 20% for the specified
class and decreased by 20% for the opposite class.

The feature-updated models were 86.2% accurate on average
(SD = 2.7%), which is a 9.7 percentage point improvement
over the initial low quality model. In comparison, the instance-
updated models were 83.6% accurate (SD = 1.4%)—a 7.1
percentage point improvement. Instance and feature model im-
provements were similar regardless of whether the participants
saw an explanation (difference in accuracy < .2%).

Participants did not agree with the words the model
thought were important. The 59 participants who gave
feature-level feedback highlighted a total of 3,533 words. Re-
gardless of whether explanations were shown or not, we com-
pared the model’s top three words for each email (i.e., the
words the model would have highlighted) to the three words
selected by the participant. Most (76.9%) of the participants’
words were not in the model’s top set. This disagreement is
likely due both to the model’s low quality and because the
explanation method can highlight words that are probable for
the non-predicted class (see Limitations). Participants with ex-
planations were more likely to reuse the model’s words (28%
of selected words overlapped with the model’s) than the 30
participants who did not see explanations (21%).

Summary
Explanations significantly increased frustration, while
feedback—especially feature-level—significantly decreased
it (partial support for H1.1 and H1.2). There were similar
patterns for other user satisfaction measures (trust and accep-
tance). Therefore, the worst combination was explanation
without feedback, and the best was no explanation with feed-
back. Open-ended responses suggested that frustration was pri-
marily due to the low model quality exposed by explanations
and not inability to provide feedback, as we had hypothesized.
Although ability to provide feedback did temper some of the
frustration. This general dislike for explanations confirms
prior work where user perceptions were negatively impacted
by explanations that exposed flaws and limitations [12]. While
this may seem inconsistent with our hypothesis at first blush,
an alternate interpretation is that explanations can improve
satisfaction so long as users have a means for feedback.

Feedback also significantly increased expectations of model
improvement, as hypothesized in H2.1, but particularly for
feature-level feedback opposed to none. Explanation did not
impact expected change, in contrast to H2.2. Also, somewhat
surprisingly, most participants expected the model to improve,
including many who had not provided feedback.

STUDY 2: UNDERSTANDING EXPLANATIONS AND FEED-
BACK WITH A HIGH QUALITY MODEL
In Study 1, expectations rose with feedback but not expla-
nations and satisfaction fell with explanations but rose with
feedback. As the Study 1 model’s low quality appeared to

overwhelm participants’ subjective ratings, an additional study
had a higher quality model. While we expected participants to
be more satisfied with the higher quality model (e.g., observed
and stated model accuracy can affect users’ trust [66]), we re-
tained the Study 1 hypotheses regarding our primary measures
(frustration and expected change).

Method
This experiment was exactly the same as Study 1 with the
exceptions described here. We trained the MultinomialNB
classifier on 200 labeled training emails (100 from each class),
with 94.4% accuracy on the test set. This model predicted the
correct label for 18 of the 20 emails in the interaction phase.
As in Study 1, we chose four emails for the evaluation phase
(two “same” and two “similar”), but because of the higher ac-
curacy of the model in Study 2 there were no available emails
that were “similar” to ones the model labeled incorrectly in
the evaluation phase; thus, both of the “similar” emails were
similar to previously correct ones.

As in Study 1, we recruited 180 participants (99 female, 78
male, 3 unspecified). Two participants were aged 18–24 years
old, 46 aged 25–34, 66 aged 35–44, 43 aged 45–54, 16 aged
55–64, and 6 aged 65–74. Participants had varied prior knowl-
edge of machine learning (63 participants had none, 65 had
a little, 50 had some, two had a lot, and none had expert),
hockey (23 had none, 64 had a little, 58 had some, 25 had a
lot, and none had expert), and baseball (12 had none, 37 had a
little, 66 had some, 54 had a lot, and 11 had expert).

Study sessions took on average 22.8 minutes (SD = 14.6), and
we used the same measures and data analyses as in Study 1.
Our dataset included all 180 participants. We used the Study 1
codes to code the open-ended responses for frustration and
expected change. We refer to participants as HP1–HP180.

Results
Figure 5 and 6 show the rating responses for the seven main
subjective measures by condition. Overall, participants were
less frustrated with the high quality model than the low qual-
ity one (Figure 3). The interaction between explanation and
feedback was significant for other subjective measures: trust
and acceptance. As in Study 1, feedback impacted expected
change but explanation did not, and participants expected the
model to improve and wanted the ability to provide feedback.

Regarding task difficulty, participants again performed well:
92% of their 3,600 answers to us were correct, while 7% were
“not sure” and only 1% were incorrect. We provide detailed
results regarding satisfaction, expectations and perceptions,
and quality and desire for feedback in the following sections.

User Satisfaction
Overall, frustration was lower (M = 2.64 of 7, SD = 1.54)
compared to the low quality model in Study 1 (M = 3.90,
SD = 1.85). Perhaps accordingly, there were no significant
main or interaction effects on frustration. Open-ended re-
sponses suggest explanations exposed the high quality model’s
good behavior. Trust and acceptance ratings were also rela-
tively high compared to Study 1: 5.1 out of 7 on average
for trust (SD = 1.5) and 5.4 for acceptance (SD = 1.5) here
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Figure 5. Study 2 responses by condition for the main subjective mea-
sures (except expected change). Participants were more satisfied, but
trust suggests nuance (e.g., E-N vs. N-N, without feedback, explanation
has a negative impact). (Figure 3 describes y-axis labels.)

compared to 4.1 for trust (SD = 1.7) and 4.3 for acceptance
(SD = 1.9) in Study 1. The interaction between explanations
and feedback on these measures was significant.

Trust and acceptance were affected by the combination of
explanations and feedback. Neither explanation nor feed-
back had a clear effect on trust; the main effects of Feed-
back (F2,174 = 2.59, p = .078) and Explanation (F1,174 =
2.00, p = .159) were not significant. However, the inter-
action between Explanation and Feedback was significant
(F2,174 = 5.69, p = .004), meaning that certain combinations
of explanations and feedback impact trust.

From the responses (Figure 5), when feature-level feedback
is requested, not providing an explanation might decrease
trust (N-N compared to N-F). And, without feedback, expla-
nation might decrease trust (N-N compared to E-N). After a
Holm-Bonferroni correction, only the former posthoc pairwise
comparison was significant: participants trusted the model
more with neither feedback nor explanation compared to a
model with feedback but no explanation (p < .05).

Acceptance shows a similar pattern: while there is no clear
effect of either explanation or feedback, some combinations
do; the Explanation × Feedback interaction was significant
(F2,174 = 4.11, p = .018), while the main effects of Feedback
(F2,174 = 1.23, p = .295) and Explanation (F1,174 = .036, p =
.850) were not. While Figure 5 shows similar trends for ac-
ceptance as for trust, no posthoc pairwise comparisons were
significant after a Bonferroni correction, so further work is
needed to explore this relationship.

Explanations may have shown participants that the model
was behaving properly. Participants gave lower frustration

Figure 6. Study 2 responses for the expected change measure by condi-
tion, showing that in general participants expected improvements (green
bars), but more in feature-level feedback conditions (E-F and N-F). (See
Figure 3 for a description of y-axis labels).

ratings than in Study 1 (Figure 6); they said the model was
“good enough” (49% of all participants) or would “save time”
(23%). Only 15% of participants felt the model was “not good
enough”, that is, not of an acceptable accuracy for the task.

In Study 1, explanations exposed issues with the model’s high-
lighted words, resulting in 81% of the 89 participants who had
received explanations in that study thinking the model was
“not good enough.” Study 2 responses were the opposite: 80%
(of 90) participants who saw explanations thought the model
was “good enough”, and explicitly described good model be-
havior, such as “. . . I was able to see the reasoning from the
machine and I agreed with it most of the time” (HP139, E-F).
For Study 2 participants who did not see explanations, only
65% (of 90) felt the model was “good enough”, emphasizing
how explanations can improve perceptions of model quality
with a higher quality model.

User Expectations for and Perceptions of the Model
Figure 5 and 6 show responses for subjective rating scales
regarding expectations and perceptions of the model. On
average, participants expected improvement (M = 5.0, SD =
1.0), thought they understood the model (M = 5.5, SD = 1.2),
and thought it worked well (M = 5.9, SD = .76).

As detailed below, feature-level feedback caused participants
to think the model would improve, and explanation yielded
higher perceived understanding. Neither explanation nor feed-
back had an impact on perceived accuracy. Open-ended re-
sponses suggest misconceptions regarding how ML models
evolve, providing further explanation for why a substantial
portion of participants, regardless of condition, expected the
model to improve (Figure 6).8

Feature-level feedback increased expected improvement.
As in Study 1, Feedback significantly impacted expected
change (F2,174 = 15.84, p < .001). Posthoc pairwise com-
parisons showed that feature-level feedback resulted in higher
expected improvement than instance feedback or none (both
comparisons p < .05). Explanation did not have a significant
impact on expected change (F1,174 = .79, p = .375) nor did the
Explanation × Feedback interaction (F2,174 = 1.41, p = .246).

8We do not report on participants’ simulated model predictions due
to space and because trends are in line with the rating data.
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Participants described misconceptions for how ML
changes over time. Participants gave similar reasons for ex-
pecting model change as in Study 1. 27% of all participants
credited the “feedback” they provided while 19% suggested
the model was “self learning.” Many participants noted similar
misconceptions, including, “my understanding is these sorts
of things just get better at what they do the more they do them”
(HP84, E-N) and, “it learns with each new experience, and
I choose the word ‘experience’ intentionally as the machine
gains consciousness” (HP62, N-I).

Similar to Study 1, 21 (12%) participants thought their feed-
back was “inadequate” (whether in quality or quantity). Of
these, 17 provided instance-level feedback (compared to three
who provided no feedback and three who provided feature-
level feedback), and suggested that they would have preferred
to tell the model why it was wrong. For example, HP128 (E-I)
said, “simply telling it that it was wrong may make it less
accurate, but it is unlikely to make it more accurate without
knowing how it made its mistake.”

Explanations increased perceived understanding. Ex-
planation significantly impacted perceived understanding
(F1,174 = 3.92, p−0.49). Participants thought they understood
the model more when given an explanation (Figure 5). Neither
the main effect of Feedback (F2,174 = .13, p = .876) nor the
Explanation × Feedback interaction effect were significant
(F2,174 = .53, p = .591).

Quality and Desire for User Feedback
Like in Study 1, participants wanted the ability to provide
feedback (M = 6.3 of 7, SD = 1.0), regardless of condition
(Figure 5). There were no significant main or interaction
effects on this measure. But how useful is their feedback for
the high quality model?

Feedback provided only minor improvement. We incorpo-
rated participant’s feature-level and instance-level feedback
into the model. While the updated models in Study 1 greatly
improved, in Study 2 they did not. The feature updated models
averaged 95.8% accuracy (SD = .8%), only a 1.4 percentage
point improvement over the initial high quality model. The
instance updated models had 95.1% accuracy (SD = .5%; a
.7 percentage point improvement). As in Study 1, instance
and feature model improvements were similar regardless of
whether the participants saw an explanation (difference in
accuracy < .2).

Participants agreed more with the high quality model’s
words. Participants provided 3,589 words as feature-level
feedback. Participants were similarly likely to provide new
words (1,942) as reuse model words (1,647), unlike Study 1
participants who reused less than 25% of the model’s words.
The 30 participants shown explanations reused provided words
(52% overlap of their words to the model’s important words),
more than the 30 who did not see explanations (40%).

Summary
Neither feedback nor explanation impacted frustration, which
was generally lower than in Study 1. For other user experi-
ence measures, there were no main effects either, although
significant interaction effects on trust and acceptance suggest

nuance in how explanations and feedback impact each other.
As with the low quality model, feature feedback significantly
increased expected change, this time over both instance and
no feedback (confirming partial support for H2.1), but expla-
nation did not have an effect. Again, participants generally
thought the model would improve.

DISCUSSION
We relate our findings to prior work and provide design recom-
mendations for interactive and explainable ML systems. We
also discuss limitations and extensions to more complex tasks,
models, explanations, and feedback mechanisms.

Users want the opportunity to provide feedback, and in
particular, provide more than just labels. In both studies
and all conditions, participants felt strongly that the opportu-
nity to provide feedback was important; however, this does not
tell us how often or whether users will provide such feedback
in practice. Although, successful commercial projects, such
Common Voice,9 exemplify that users might be willing to
spend time improving models.

Our studies provide additional evidence for how different lev-
els of feedback impact user behavior and subjective response.
In particular, we confirmed Amershi et al.’s [4] recommen-
dation that “people naturally want to provide more than just
data labels” to ML models. With both the low and high qual-
ity models, only those participants who told the model what
words were important (i.e., provided feature-level feedback)
and not those who corrected or confirmed the model’s predic-
tions (i.e., instance-level), expected the model to improve more
than participants in the no feedback condition. Similarly, some
participants who provided instance-level feedback described
their feedback as inadequate in open-ended responses. Finally,
not only was feature-level feedback better received by partic-
ipants, for the low quality model it also improved accuracy
more than instance-level feedback. This ability of non-ML
expert participants to improve the models in our study beyond
just labeling data supports the goals of machine teaching [63].

Explanations can reveal model flaws, which users desire
to fix. Displaying uncertainty scores for model predictions
negatively impacts users’ perceptions [43]; similarly, for the
low quality model, explanations were frustrating, precisely be-
cause they exposed flaws, including uncertainty in the model’s
reasoning. Because feedback reduced frustration, the most
frustrating combination of explanations and feedback for the
low-quality model was thus a situation with explanations but
no opportunity for feedback. Indeed, no explanations and no
feedback may be the least frustrating design option; however,
this combination would inherently limit the model’s potential
performance, and likely result in disuse over time. In such
cases, explanations provide insight to how to solve model er-
rors [33]. Therefore, for similar models and tasks, when the
model quality is low, feedback should be supported alongside
explanations.

Explanations and feedback complement each other. For
the high quality model, explanations increased understanding
and may have exposed model strengths. But, models are rarely
9https://voice.mozilla.org/en
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perfect, and participants wanted the opportunity to provide
feedback to improve models. Therefore, providing explana-
tions without means for feedback may reduce satisfaction.
Future work should explore this relationship between expla-
nations and feedback in more detail. Feedback alone is not
always positive either: asking participants for feature-level
feedback without providing explanations reduced trust com-
pared to when explanations were provided. Users may not
want to provide detailed feedback without understanding why
it is needed or how best to help the model. Therefore, to
improve satisfaction, similar systems should neither request
detailed feedback without explanation nor provide explanation
without some means for feedback.

Preconceived ML expectations should be managed.
Whether from prior experience or general misunderstanding,
users may have misconceptions about whether and how much
models can improve. In our experiments, many participants
expected the model to improve regardless of whether they
provided feedback. Open-ended responses provide insight:
participants described their understanding that ML models

“get better as they function and learn algorithms” (LP154, E-
N), or even “gain consciousness” (HP62, N-I).

Interactive ML designers must ensure that these expectations
are managed, such as by clarifying how model feedback is
treated or what accuracy the model could achieve. Or if feed-
back is not supported, designers should ensure users do not
think they are in some way providing feedback to the model.

Limitations & Future Work
Generalization from a tightly scoped domain. Our aforemen-
tioned findings are made in a tightly scoped domain, with a
simple model and task (categorizing sports’ emails). While
this constrained setting provides a necessary first step in illus-
trating the relationship between explanations and feedback—
it is simple enough to support a controlled experiment for
non-expert users, and common enough in IML research to be
compared to past studies—our findings should be generalized
with caution. For example, explanations and feedback mech-
anisms in our studies were simple and intuitive. However,
explanations in other domains, such as image classification,
can be confusing or misleading [1], and interaction with more
complex models, such as topic models, exposes users to other
challenges, such as instability and latency [60]. These differ-
ences would likely affect satisfaction with and expectations of
these systems.

We hypothesize that even for more complex models or sub-
jective tasks, if users understand how models work and how
they can better improve them, they will want the opportunity
to do so and may be frustrated if such feedback is restricted.
However, the degree of their frustration would likely vary
along with their actual desire and ability to provide feedback
in more realistic settings. All are likely affected by task and
model complexity, task importance (and therefore user motiva-
tion), and domain expertise. Would users be eager to provide
feedback (in lieu of abandonment) in an imperfect self-driving
car? Would they be less able to detect systems’ mistakes for
more subjective tasks? Future studies should further explore
the relationship between feedback and explanation.

The effect of explanation and feedback mechanisms. Moti-
vated by prior work [44, 35], our simple and truthful method
chooses the top three overall important words for classification.
This method inherently exposes system uncertainty in the low
quality model, as words that are probable for both classes may
be highlighted. This does not occur as often in the high quality
model as it is more certain about most of the emails. There-
fore, this could explain some of the additional frustration in
the lower quality model. Future work could explore the effects
of different, more advanced, explanation types and feedback
mechanisms. For example, global explanations (e.g., differ-
ential explanations [37]) might be equivalently faithful, while
better counteracting the user experience concerns. “Human-
like” explanations may increase expectations of improvement,
as human-like characteristics in ML systems can cause users
to believe systems will act rationally or take responsibility for
their actions [28]. Furthermore, explanations that expose when
models are right for the wrong reason might further increase
frustration if adequate feedback is not allowed, as users would
be unable to rectify apparent mistakes. For this case, to align
the information received by the model and the user, feedback
mechanisms should be changed accordingly.

CONCLUSION
We present two controlled experiments to understand how the
combinations of explanation and feedback affect users’ satis-
faction and expectations of improvement of high and low qual-
ity ML models. We conclude that, for the simple models and
task of our studies, when possible explanations and feedback
should be provided together: (1) while explanations negatively
impacted user satisfaction with the low quality model, they
can show users how to fix models, and support for feedback
had positive effects; and (2) for the higher accuracy model,
requesting detailed feedback without explanations reduced
trust. Additionally, regardless of model quality, feature-level
feedback increased expectations that models would improve,
yet users generally expected model correction, regardless of
whether they provided feedback or received explanations.
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